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November 20, 2019 

1)    Challenge Day - Creating a world where everyone feels safe, loved and celebrated. What 
is Challenge Day? More than just an anti-bullying workshop, Challenge Day is a breakthrough 
experience that can shift the school culture in just one day. Imagine enemies finding common 
ground and creating peace; friends healing past hurts and making amends; students and 
adults coming together to create safer schools and inspiring each other to be the change.   

  
For millions of teens, bullying, violence, and emotional trauma and alienation are part of a 
typical school day. These problems reduce learning, increase discipline problems and 
suspensions, and can result in physical harm and even death. Challenge Day's powerful, 
hands-on workshops for middle and high school students, teachers, and parents help 
overcome differences and build kinder and more inclusive school communities.  (Standard 1) 
  
2)    Negotiation Request – We have received a formal request from our local union 
leadership to enter into the negotiation process.  We should anticipate a start time of January. 
(Standard 2) 
 

  
3)    Budget Process – Our Business Office is entering the last of the initial data into the 
budget program in preparation of presenting the first draft of the budget to our School 
Committee in December.  There will need to be refining, as always, of those budget numbers 
between December and January, prior to our workshop.  The Town Administrators have also 
begun their preliminary discussion with me regarding their perspectives on this year’s 
upcoming budget season. (Standard 2) 

 
4)   Massachusetts Partnership for Youth Presentations - Massachusetts Partnership for 
Youth offered the first of several presentations for students and our communities on 
Wednesday November 19, 2019 in the High School auditorium. Their presentation addresses 
and reviews the challenges and dangerous situations that can arise through the use of the 
internet, social media, and smartphones with children and adults. Parents and students 
are made aware of the popular applications, social media sites, and programs used by 
youth online. Corey Mashburn, M. Ed., explained and engaged with the issues and 
possible consequences of cyberbullying, sexting, and revealing information to strangers. A 
discussion and question and answer period are provided to allow for audience 
engagement and discussion. Four more presentations at each grade level at the high 
school are planned for this Friday November 22, 2019 with all students. 

 
 


